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A thuistí, 

  

Scoil Bhríde has been and is going to great lengths to keep Covid out and our doors and 

school open. We are learning weekly from schools around us and nationwide and with every 

case we become a little wiser.  

 

We appreciate you informing us of situations where your child is, through no fault of their 

own,  a close contact of a positive case and as a result was tested and stayed at home in 

order to keep the school safe. We imagine this will continue into the new year so we ask 

you to keep up the good practice. 

 

COVID protocols 

The systems put in place in September are still in place regardless of the new venue. 

There are many avenues made available to parents to enable them to contact the school. 

We ask you to continue to use these especially at drop off and pick times. Susan can be 

contacted via the new interim number 089 2633202. She is not available to speak to 

parents one to one at the building or door near her desk. This door is allocated to only a 

few members of staff thus not causing a situation where we cross over into each other's 

space.  

 

Contact with teachers is also via the methods outlined in a number of previous newsletters. 

Our teachers are going to great lengths to ensure they stay well. We ask you to respect 

their space and avoid situations where they might feel uncomfortable. The cones where 

you pull in your car are in place/replace the school wall. Please stay on your side of the 

cones thus leaving teachers feeling safe. Walking around amongst the lines is not 

permitted and will only lead to a teacher or class working from home. Help us stay in 

school.  

 



We understand that everyone tries their best and it has been a difficult term but one we 

have handled well thanks to your support and cooperation.  

Lets hang in there a little longer. Avoid the sleepovers, avoid the non-essential mixing of 

children/households outside of school. Double think every situation where you might ask 

yourself if this is the safest  thing to do.  

 
Let’s make Christmas dinner with family and extended family a reality. Let's stay safe. 

 

Le fíor meas. 

Múinteoir Cian Máire DeBrún 

Lead (Covid) Worker Representative Príomhoide 
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